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ABSTRACT
Optical and Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) remote sensing has a long history of use and reached a good level of maturity in archaeological and cultural heritage applications, yet further advances are viable through the exploitation of novel sensor data and imaging modes, big data and high-performance computing, advanced and automated analysis methods. This paper showcases the main research avenues in this field, with a focus on archaeological prospection and heritage site protection. Six demonstration use-cases with a wealth of heritage asset types (e.g. excavated and still buried archaeological features, standing monuments, natural reserves, burial mounds, paleo-channels) and respective scientific research objectives are presented: the Ostia-Portus area and the wider Province of Rome (Italy), the city of Wuhan and the Jiuzhaigou National Park (China), and the Siberian “Valley of the Kings” (Russia). Input data encompass both archive and newly tasked medium to very high-resolution imagery acquired over the last decade from satellite (e.g. Copernicus Sentinels and ESA Third Party Missions) and aerial (e.g. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles, UAV) platforms, as well as field-based evidence and ground truth, auxiliary topographic data, Digital Elevation Models (DEM), and monitoring data from geodetic campaigns and networks. The novel results achieved for the use-cases contribute to the discussion on the advantages and limitations of optical and SAR-based archaeological and heritage applications aimed to detect buried and sub-surface archaeological assets across rural and semi-vegetated landscapes, identify threats to cultural heritage assets due to ground instability and urban development in large metropolises, and monitor post-disaster impacts in natural reserves.

1. Introduction

The use of remote sensing for archaeological and cultural heritage applications has a long history, enabling to outline the trajectory that this scientific field has followed over the past century (Luo et al. 2019). In this framework, imaging radar, and in particular, Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) technologies, have played a key role in advancing the application field of cultural heritage (Chen et al. 2022). As a discipline, imaging radar has reached such a level of maturity that the stage of proof-of-concept has been successfully passed, and several operational workflows have been established to address user-driven real-world applications in the framework of interdisciplinary approaches (Chen et al. 2021).

It is in this context, wherein both the European and the Chinese scientific communities have consolidated shared technical expertise in SAR for cultural heritage, that the present paper aims to showcase the research avenues that are currently investigated to further advance the exploitation of satellite SAR data for purposes of archaeological prospection and heritage site protection. To better frame the novelty of this paper, a brief account of the current state-of-the-art of SAR remote sensing for heritage applications is first provided (Section 1.1), also in relation to optical remote sensing that is used to complement SAR observations and measurements. Specific scientific objectives of the collaborative research context framing the work are then provided (Section 1.2), toward the presentation of data and methods (Section 2), results and discussion (Section 3), and key conclusions (Section 4).

1.1. Optical and radar imaging for heritage applications: state-of-the-art

In the last decades, Earth Observation (EO) technologies and imagery collected by means of space-borne sensors – mainly operating in the visible, InfraRed (IR), and microwave portions of the electromagnetic spectrum – have been increasingly used for cultural heritage applications. These encompass investigations...
aimed at site discovery, documentation, monitoring, condition reporting (Agapiou and Lysandrou 2015; Lasaponara and Masini 2012) and, more recently, damage assessment and disaster risk management (Agapiou, Lysandrou, and Hadjimitis 2020). In a sort of technological continuity with the much longer tradition relying on the use of aerial photographs, nowadays many archaeologists, heritage scientists, and practitioners are also familiar with satellite images.

The evidence found in the scientific literature clearly shows a user preference for High and Very High Resolution (HR and VHR) optical imagery, dominantly collected in the visible and Near-IR (NIR) channels, less in the short-wave infrared or other bands (e.g. Tapete and Cigna 2019b). These data are accessed from open visualization and/or processing platforms (e.g. Bing Maps, Google Earth Pro, Google Earth Engine; Luo et al. 2018) or via data grants or (albeit, less common) direct purchase from commercial providers. One of the properties most appreciated by end-users is the provision of these data in pre-processed (e.g. orthorectified, pansharpened) or analysis-ready formats (e.g. geocoded raster), directly enabling further handling and analysis, for example, in Geographic Information System (GIS) environments. This trend is common across different application domains, e.g., archaeological prospection of buried features, site detection, digital surveying, and inventorying over wide areas, and damage assessment in crisis scenarios (for instance, due to looting or warfare). The need for a high spatial resolution to document the finest details of a given monument, site, or cultural landscape, and for dedicated surveys to be undertaken during specific field seasons at a relatively low cost, has also stimulated archaeologists and practitioners to use Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs) or drones. Their role in archaeological surveying of excavations and landscapes, and diagnostics more generally, is growing inexorably (Campana 2017).

At the same time, the above developments and opportunities have contributed to making Medium Resolution (MR) data (e.g. Landsat) progressively less appealing for archaeological applications, especially at the local and site scale. For some strands of the archaeological community (e.g. McGrath et al. 2020), even optical HR data collections such as those provided by Copernicus Sentinel−2 at 10 m resolution cannot provide the necessary ground sampling distance for archaeological purposes like archaeological prospection and crop mark detection. Contrasting evidence is provided by another research strand that, instead, is unveiling the added value of high-temporal revisit constellations (e.g. Sentinel−2) for monitoring and condition assessment of cultural heritage sites during both ordinary and crisis time (Tapete and Cigna 2018), in the context of modern activities that may threaten conservation (Conesa et al. 2022; Rayne et al. 2020), and for regional archaeological surveying (Bini et al. 2018; Orego et al. 2020; Tapete et al. 2021b). This growing literature proves that Sentinel−2 can be a source of geospatial information to complement other datasets and support studies focused on open-air and standing archaeological heritage. On the contrary, still limited is the published literature on buried remains which mostly refers to linear ancient structures and infrastructure (e.g. Lasaponara, Abate, and Masini 2022; Zanni and De Rosa 2019). Therefore, a topic that needs to be more deeply investigated is the potential of HR multispectral data, either alone or in combination with other VHR optical imagery and/or SAR, for archaeological prospection and crop mark detection.

In this respect, the integration of optical imagery with other sensor data could also build upon the lessons learned on the use of satellite SAR to address studies of archaeological landscapes, archaeological prospection, and condition assessment of cultural heritage, as documented in the substantial body of literature that has been increasing published since 1985 (Tapete and Cigna 2017b). In addition to the intrinsic capability of operating under any weather conditions, the advantageous properties offered by SAR include: wide-swath to spotlight coverage, kilometer to sub-meter spatial resolution, historical and present-day temporal coverage, longer to shorter wavelength (e.g. L/C/X bands), monthly to daily revisiting time if collecting time series (Tapete and Cigna 2017b). These properties have been even further improved from earlier (e.g. ERS−1/2, ENVISAT, ALOS−1, RADARSAT−1) to current satellite missions (e.g. TerraSAR-X, COSMO-SkyMed First and Second Generation, Sentinel−1 and ALOS−2).

Such wealth of SAR data and increased accessibility to image archives and tasking opportunities have contributed to stimulating significant research development for cultural heritage applications (Chen et al. 2022). In the field of archaeological prospection, Wiseman and El-Baz (2007) and references therein provide an exemplary collection of pioneering studies exploiting the peculiar penetration capability of the radar signal at different wavelengths and demonstrating that better performance is usually obtained at longer wavelengths (e.g. L band) and in drier and fine-grained soils. More recent research has also proved that, under certain surface roughness, soil moisture content, and surface land cover conditions, even imagery collected at shorter wavelengths such as X-band (often provided at HR to VHR, nowadays reaching up to <1 m resolution) can unveil “shadow marks”, “crop marks”, and “soil and damp marks”. This can be achieved, for instance, via speckle filtering techniques applied to single images (Chen et al. 2015),
or detection of anomalies in multi-temporal SAR series collected across seasons (Tapete and Cigna 2019a). Although archaeological prospection research has already been undertaken in both arid and vegetated environments, the capabilities of SAR on the former have been investigated more than on the latter, thus leaving a research avenue that requires further testing.

There is no doubt that the increased spatial resolution offered by new SAR technological advancements was among the enabling factors to attempt successfully novel applications on cultural heritage. The demonstration is provided by results achieved with the sub-meter resolution TerraSAR-X Staring Spotlight imaging mode, for example, to assess the discernibility of burial mounds (Balz et al. 2016), and spatial and temporally track the damage due to illegal excavations (Tapete, Cigna, and Donoghue 2016).

For monitoring purposes, equally important is the temporal frequency of observation that SAR missions can guarantee, by collecting imagery either according to pre-defined observation scenarios (e.g. Copernicus Sentinel−1) or via tasked acquisitions (e.g. COSMO-SkyMed). The availability of repeated SAR acquisitions, background image collections, and continuous and long time series was exploited to develop tailored change detection approaches enabling the documentation of impacts due to environmental processes and anthropogenic activities (Cigna et al. 2013; Tapete et al. 2013), as well as unexpected incidents that would have been missed, if no regular observations were made (Cigna and Tapete 2018; Tapete and Cigna 2020). Not to forget, that the growing SAR image archives have fueled the testing and improvement of advanced Interferometric SAR (InSAR) chains, to unveil the full potential of SAR for surface deformation analysis and structural health monitoring of archaeological heritage and historical buildings. This has been observed starting from earlier conceptualizations and use-case developments for instance in Rome, Italy (Tapete et al. 2012), up to more advanced approaches applied to cultural heritage in Asia (e.g. Chen et al. 2021, 2022), resulting in a substantial stock of geospatial information produced across and beyond Europe (Tapete and Cigna 2017a). In this respect, other aspects that deserve further investigation to advance SAR data exploitation in this application field include more experimentation on cost-effective processing of big SAR datasets through High-Performance Computing (HPC) and cloud-based infrastructure; development of efficient InSAR time series fusion approaches; and understanding of how InSAR-derived parameters (e.g. surface height) can be used as proxies to document urban development and other land surface processes potentially impacting cultural heritage.

1.2. Dragon−5 SARchaeology project and research aims

Accounting for the state-of-the-art reviewed in Section 1.1, the specific aim of this research paper is to provide a range of SAR-based applications demonstrating improved approaches to exploit these data to map, monitor, and support condition assessment and safeguarding of archaeological, cultural, and natural heritage sites. These activities are carried out in the framework of the project “SARchaeology: exploiting satellite SAR for archaeological prospection and heritage site protection”, funded in 2020 as part of the 5th phase of the Dragon cooperation program (namely, Dragon−5; https://dragon5.esa.int/) by the European Space Agency (ESA) and the National Remote Sensing Center of China (NRSCC), under the Ministry of Science and Technology (MOST).

SARchaeology is led by a Sino-European team of scientists from Wuhan University’s State Key Laboratory of Information Engineering in Surveying, Mapping and Remote Sensing (LIESMARS) in China, the National Research Council of Italy – Institute of Atmospheric Sciences and Climate (CNR-ISAC), the Italian Space Agency (ASI), the Aerospace Information Research Institute at the Chinese Academy of Sciences (AIR-CAS), and the Archaeology Department at the University of Sydney in Australia. The key scientific goal of the project is to exploit satellite SAR imagery and advanced processing methods for archaeological prospection and heritage site protection. In particular, the project aspires to make step-changes to demonstrate the capabilities of MR to VHR SAR data to detect (semi-)buried and sub-surface objects of archaeological significance and monitor the status and stability of cultural and natural heritage sites and their assets. These goals contribute to the Solid Earth research domain of the Dragon cooperation program and, more in general, are EO applications of paramount importance in the field of land monitoring and Earth system science.

This paper presents the general methodological background (Section 2) and the main scientific results of SARchaeology after 2 years of research at the mid-term stage of the Dragon−5 cooperation, with a focus on the activities that have been kicked off since 2020 and the results achieved for six demonstration use-cases (Sections 3.1-3.6). These encompass study sites in Italy, China, and Russia, and a wealth of heritage asset types, including already excavated and still buried archaeological ruins, standing monuments within urban centers, natural reserves, burial mounds, paleo-channels, and ice patches with organic remains. They thus provide a good representation of geographic areas and heritage assets to demonstrate the analysis methodologies and contribute to the discussion on the advantages and
limitations of SAR-based applications for archaeology, cultural, and natural heritage.

2. Data and methods

Table 1 provides an overview of the specific data types and sources used for each use-case, along with the data analysis and processing approaches implemented to extract information on heritage assets and derive value-added products. Overall, the input data exploited for the demonstration use-cases encompass three main types: archive and/or newly tasked MR, HR, and VHR (i) SAR and (ii) optical imagery acquired by sensors on-board satellite and aerial (including UAV) platforms, plus (iii) other ancillary and monitoring data. The latter include field-based evidence and ground truth (e.g. photographs of asset type and any damage; vegetation/crop type, height, and status), geodetic measurements and time series from permanent Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) or Global Positioning System (GPS) stations, benchmarking and leveling monitoring campaigns.

The key sources of satellite SAR and optical imagery are the Copernicus Sentinels fleet (e.g. Sentinel–1 SAR and Sentinel–2 multispectral), ESA Third Party Missions (e.g. TerraSAR-X, COSMO-SkyMed, ALOS–1 and RADARSAT–2 SAR, and WorldView–2, PlanetScope, and SkySat multispectral) and, in future stages of the project, Chinese missions (e.g. Jilin–1 multispectral and CBERS–4 panchromatic). VHR imagery freely available through Google Earth, ESRI, and Bing Maps is also often used as a basemap to visualize and interpret other geospatial data and derived products, along with OpenStreetMap topographic layers, and auxiliary Digital Elevation (DEM), Terrain (DTM) and/or Surface (DSM) Models.

SAR data are analyzed using conventional pre-processing workflows including focusing from raw to single-look complex, radiometric calibration, co-registration, multi-looking (with range and azimuth factors depending on the SAR data source and resolution), and spatial/temporal image filtering. When applicable, change detection based on SAR amplitude and/or interferometric coherence is carried out in the radar geometry (e.g. Cigna et al. 2013; Ruescas et al. 2009). Advanced multi-temporal processing with Persistent Scatterers InSAR (PS-InSAR) (e.g. Crosetto et al. 2016; Ferretti, Prati, and Rocca 2001) or Small BAseline Subset (SBAS) InSAR methods (e.g. Berardino et al. 2002; Lanari et al. 2004) may follow, depending on the specific scientific goals of the use-case (e.g. for stability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AOI</th>
<th>Scientific goal</th>
<th>Input datasets</th>
<th>Methodologies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Province of Rome</td>
<td>archaeological prospection (see Section 3.1)</td>
<td>SAR: L-band ALOS–1 PALSAR Fine Beam dual-pol. (HH, HV), C-band Sentinel–1 I1W and RADARSAT–2 Fine Beam dual-pol. (Vv, Vv), and X-band COSMO-SkyMed Spotlight single-pol. (VV) imagery</td>
<td>feature identification; spectral analysis and indices (e.g. NDVI); crop marks detection; multi-temporal analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wuhan (China)</td>
<td>urban development monitoring (see Section 3.3)</td>
<td>SAR: X-band COSMO-SkyMed StripMap single-pol. (HH) imagery</td>
<td>PS-InSAR and dynamic tPS height estimation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jiuzaigou (China)</td>
<td>operational site monitoring (see Section 3.5)</td>
<td>Optical: Google Earth VHR and declassified Keyhole imagery</td>
<td>non-linear PS-InSAR; data analytics; PEKM and LST data fusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuva Republic (Russia)</td>
<td>archaeological mapping (see Section 3.6)</td>
<td>SAR: C-band Sentinel–1 I1W mode SAR dual-pol. (Vv, Vh) and L-band ALOS–2 PALSAR–2 Fine Beam dual-pol. (HH, HV) imagery</td>
<td>image interpretation, change detection, machine learning</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Summary of the project Areas of Interest (AOIs) and the respective scientific goals of the use-cases, exploited input datasets, and analysis methodologies used.
monitoring in the Province of Rome in Italy, and in Wuhan in China; see Table 1). Finally, the SAR scenes and any derived InSAR products are geocoded to the map geometry and ingested into the GIS environment (e.g. ESRI ArcMap/ArcGIS, QGIS), where feature extraction, image classification, and archaeological interpretation take place. Time series post-processing, semi-automated analysis for surface height extraction or hotspot identification, and data fusion using advanced approaches are also carried out for some use-cases (e.g. for stability and urban development monitoring in Wuhan).

While the project focuses on SAR, it also investigates the complementarity with optical data from space-borne sensors and proximity remote sensing. Satellite optical imagery, either panchromatic, Red-Green-Blue (RGB) single layers or multispectral scenes including visible, NIR, and other channels, are mainly handled using specialist image processing and analysis software (e.g. ENVI), in the GIS environment and/or directly into Google Earth Pro. When applicable (e.g. for the Ostia-Portus area in Italy; Table 1), optical bands are pansharpened to the enhanced resolution of the panchromatic band, combined to derive true and false color composites (e.g. false-color IR combination: NIR, red, green), and/or used to estimate vegetation indices such as the Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI). These derived products are crucial to ease the subsequent archaeological interpretation of crop/soil marks, landscape, and morphological features. VHR optical imagery acquired using UAV platforms (e.g. for the Jiuzhaigou use-case in China; Table 1) are orthorectified and geocoded to map geometry, to enable their ingestion in the GIS environment and their combined interpretation with other geospatial layers. Data mining and machine learning methods, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) supervised learning models, are subsequently exploited for advanced image processing, parameter retrieval through regression and land cover classification (e.g. for the Jiuzhaigou use-case in China, and sites in the Tuva Republic in Russia; Table 1).

Fieldwork at the different sites (when logistics and security allow) enables the collection of evidence on heritage asset presence, characteristics, condition, and any damage, as well as information on crop/vegetation type and status, to support satellite data interpretation and validation of EO-based evidence and observations.

3. Results and discussion

This section presents the key results and discussion for each of the six use-cases investigated, organized in dedicated sub-sections. A stronger emphasis and more detailed narration are provided for two of the use-cases (Sections 3.1 and 3.4), the research activities of which largely engaged the project team during the 2020–2022 period. On the other hand, initial results and observations are presented for the other four use-cases, with a view to the further development of their analysis and interpretation during the second half of the project lifetime.

3.1. Detection of buried archaeological features in the Ostia-Portus area

An initial investigation on the detectability of (semi-) buried archaeological features in SAR imagery, aided by the analysis of optical data, was performed across the Ostia-Portus archaeological area, located ~22 km west of Rome and 3–4 km inland from the Tyrrhenian Sea (Figure 1(a,b)). This use-case was aimed to test the capability of multi-band SAR data to detect archaeological features in part-vegetated landscapes with mixed land cover and land use, transitioning from the urban fabric of the capital Rome, toward coastal landforms of the Tiber River mouth.

The abandoned Roman cities of Ostia (modern Ostia Antica) and Portus were founded as ports of Rome, the capital of the Roman Empire: Ostia in the 4th century BCE (Zevi 1996), while Portus in the 1st–2nd centuries CE, during the empires of Claudius (who built a semi-circular harbor wharf) and Trajan (who created the still recognizable hexagonal dock; Figure 1(c)) (Keay et al. 2005). Both cities have many still-emerging monuments and buildings, especially Ostia, one of the world’s largest archaeological sites. Their hinterlands are likewise extremely rich in natural landforms related to the evolution of the Tiber River and the Tyrrhenian coastline, as well as archaeological evidence dating back at least to the Eneolithic (5th millennia BCE) (Figure 1(a,b)).

For this use-case, the analysis focused on two areas particularly abundant of buried features: (a) Capo Due Rami (Figure 1(c)), bounded by the Portus site to the west and the Tiber River course and Fiumicino artificial canal to the east and south, respectively. In this area, most of the archaeological evidence identified by remote sensing and geophysics is located along the pivotal Via Portuensis (connecting Rome to its harbor) and the Tiber, with numerous cultic, economic (e.g. warehouses) and funerary buildings, such as wealthy mausoleums. The interpretation of many features, however, remains hypothetical (Keay and Paroli 2011; Keay et al. 2020; Keay, Parcak, and Strutt 2014); and (b) Pianabella (Figure 1(d)), located south-east of Ostia Antica and, in Roman times, crisscrossed by an orthogonal network of roads where dense necropolises and wealthy residences overlooking the Tyrrhenian Sea developed. Only portions of the
roads and nearby necropolises have been excavated yet, while the productive buildings (possible Roman farms) identified within the road network are primarily known from historical aerial photographs (Heinzelmann 1998).

Many archaeological features and geo-archaeological traces at these sites can be mapped by remote sensing through the detection of “crop marks”, i.e. differences in vegetative growth due to variations in soil conditions caused by buried features. These marks can be “positive” when vegetation above the buried remains is more luxuriant due to the presence of negative features (e.g. canals and pits that are filled in and thus retain more water and nutrients than the surrounding soil), or “negative” when buried structures (e.g. building remains) hinder vegetation growth (Wilson 2000).

A systematic database was first generated (Figure 1(b)) to catalog crop and soil marks visible in historical aerial photographs of the National Archive of Aerial Photography – Central Institute for Cataloging and Documentation from 1911 to 1973 and the Italian Ministry of the Environment from 1988 to 2011, and in VHR satellite images (i.e. ESRI World Imagery, Google Earth and Microsoft Bing base maps, and 0.5 m resolution data acquired by SkySat, Pléiades and WorldView –2). The database includes both natural (e.g. paleochannels, beach ridges) and anthropogenic (e.g. roads, necropolises, structures, channels) evidence, and was integrated with archaeological data from published literature and the Regional Landscape Plan of Lazio, to provide interpretation and/or chronology of each feature. In total, the database counts 1616 linear features (among which, 515 structures, 401 canals, 268 paleo-channels, 89 beach ridges, 87 streets, 58 mausoleums, and 48 necropolises) and 259 point-wise archaeological sites. Etruscan and Roman sites are known north of the Maccarese lagoon (Enei 2001), now reclaimed, along with dozens of fluvial paleo-channels of secondary streams. East and south of the lagoon, numerous pre- and protohistoric sites were discovered (De Castro et al. 2018), together with the remains of Roman salt pans (Morelli 2020) and several rural sites (Morelli 2014; Morelli et al. 2011). Abundant in buried buildings are also: Capo Due Rami (Figure 1(c)) and Isola Sacra (a stretch of land between Portus and Ostia), the areas north and east of Ostia Antica (where tens of scroll bars and dunes/swales were mapped, respectively), and Pianabella (Figure 1(d)), with numerous residential and funerary structures observed along the main ancient roads.

Multi-frequency SAR data collected in C-band by RADARSAT−2 Fine Beam and Sentinel−1 IW, X-band by COSMO-SkyMed, and L-band by ALOS−1 PALSAR

Figure 1. Overview of the Ostia-Portus study area in the province of Rome (Italy). (a) Geographic location in Italy; (b) archaeological mapping of sites and linear features, with zoomed views over the sectors known as (c) Capo Due Rami and (d) Pianabella. Data are overlapped onto ESRI base maps ©ESRI, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, earthstar geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and GIS user community.
were first considered (see Table 1), pre-processed, calibrated, multi-looked and geocoded to map geometry. SAR image interpretation was aided by the analysis of a range of optical imagery acquired in 2017–2022, including HR data by Sentinel−2 (48 scenes, with 10 m resolution for visible and NIR channels, and 20 m for vegetation red edge and narrow NIR) and PlanetScope (121 scenes, with 3 m resolution), as well as the VHR data by SkySat, Pléiades and WorldView−2, and the Google Earth, ESRI and Bing base maps. In terms of temporal coverage, one Sentinel−2 image per month was considered in 2021–2022, with an enhanced revisit of 5 days during SAR acquisition campaigns. This regular observation was integrated with PlanetScope data offering almost daily coverage. SkySat, Pléiades, and WorldView−2 images were selected for the period May–September, considered as the most favorable for crop mark formation based on the analysis of existing aerial and satellite data. Validation of satellite observations was achieved using evidence collected in the field to identify vegetation status, ploughing/harvesting activity, and crop/soil marks visibility directly on the ground (see Table 1).

Differences in crop marks visibility at the different SAR bands (L, C, and X), resolutions (12 to 1 m) and polarizations (HH, HV, VV, VH) can be recognized when comparing the various image stacks (Figure 2). The analysis highlights a progressive increase in the detectability of smaller archaeological features when moving from L to X band, from co- to cross-polarizations, and toward finer spatial resolutions. In particular, it is apparent that with 1 m resolution imagery from COSMO-SkyMed Enhanced SpotLight (ES) mode, the analysis can be brought to the most suitable detail capable of robustly supporting archaeological mapping of the main linear features and structures.

![Figure 2. Comparison of SAR imaging bands, polarizations, and spatial resolutions over Portus and northern Isola Sacra (see location in Figure 1(c)), with the indication of main acquisition parameters and characteristics of each dataset. Credits: ALOS data ©JAXA/METI 2010, accessed through ASF DAAC; contains Copernicus Sentinel−1 2021 data; RADARSAT−2 data ©MDA Ltd. 2021, all rights reserved; RADARSAT is an official mark of the Canadian Space Agency; COSMO-SkyMed® products ©ASI 2021, all rights reserved.](image)

![Figure 3. Example of integrated optical and SAR image interpretation in the area of the Northern Canal (green lines), northeast of Portus hexagonal basin. (a) Preliminary archaeological mapping onto Google Earth VHR base map, and (b) multi-temporal averaged COSMO-SkyMed Enhanced SpotLight SAR backscattering, with (c) archaeological interpretation. Credits: Google Earth image ©2022 Maxar Technologies; COSMO-SkyMed® products ©ASI 2021, all rights reserved.](image)
that are shallow-buried across the landscape. An example lookup at the local scale of some crop marks detected by COSMO-SkyMed imagery is provided in Figure 3. Multi-temporal averaging of the SAR backscatter of 7 ES scenes acquired in August 2021 with ES –35 beam (59.19° incidence angle at scene center) and VV polarization along ascending orbits provides clear evidence of some vegetation marks that are correlated with the presence of the Northern Canal and other artificial channels, located northeast of Portus hexagonal basin (Trajan’s harbor).

A total of 40 AOs, including geo-archaeological features and neighboring areas where no crop marks were expected, were selected to conduct the multi-temporal analysis of spectral bands, profiles, and vegetation indices in the presence/absence of buried archaeological features, and to highlight any differences in vegetation status which could indicate crop marks due to yet unknown features.

At Capo Due Rami (Figure 4), similar spectral profiles and NDVI trends are recognizable at the buried Via Portuensis (AOI 8) and outside known features (AOI 18) between January and April 2021 (Figure 4(c–e)). Since 20 May 2021 (Figure 4(f), higher reflectance at 704 to 865 nm was recorded for AOI 8 due to a recent vegetation cut and freshly exposed soil. After this cut, vegetation grew back quicker on AOI 18 than on AOI 8, as visible in both spectral profiles and NDVI trends of 14 June and 29 July (Figure 4(g,h)). This is compatible with the typical behavior of soil without buried structures, compared to the location where very substantial building material related to the Via Portuensis Roman road lies underground, hindering plant growth, particularly during periods with limited rainfall as typically happens during the summer season in Rome. After mid-September, instead, vegetation regrowth was initially faster in AOI 8 (17 October) than in AOI 18 (31 December), as visible at 704 to 865 nm and in the NDVI profile, but this was likely due to differences in land use between the northern and southern halves of the field.

Opposite phenomena seem to characterize the “ovate feature” (AOI 3 in Figure 5(b)), referred to by Keay, Parcak, and Strutt (2014) as a possible amphitheater located inland of Portus (Figure 5(a,b)) but whose interpretation has not yet been confirmed by ground-truthing. This appears as an area of greater vegetative luxuriance (i.e. positive crop mark) than the surrounding soil. Similar spectral profiles are recognizable between January and April 2021 at both this feature and the reference location (AOI 4) (Figure 5(c, d)). On 20 May, a significant drop in plant presence was recorded due to a clear vegetation cut and freshly exposed soil, which only affected AOI 3, as visible in the spectral profiles and corresponding NDVI (Figure 5(e)). An identical NDVI drop occurred at AOI 4 on 14 June only, suggesting that the cut continued across the field after 20 May. More interesting is the subsequent vegetative regrowth that characterizes AOI 3 (Figure 5(h)), with a peak of NDVI in July (0.6) doubling AOI 4’s one and being persistently higher throughout the following months, but progressively declining before it stabilized around 0.4 in October (Figure 5(e)). This NDVI behavior highlights

---

**Figure 4.** Spectral analysis of crop marks at the archaeological remains of Via Portuensis. (a) location within the Ostia-Portus site; (b) detailed mapping of known features, with identification of Via Portuensis (AOI 8) and the reference location (AOI 18) onto ESRI base map; Sentinel–2 spectra extracted for (c) AOI 8 and (d) AOI 18 during 2021; (e) NDVI temporal evolution of both the AOs, and RGB color composites showing their land cover on (f) 20/05/2021; (g) 14/06/2021 and (h) 29/07/2021. ESRI base map ©ESRI, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, earthstar geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and GIS user community. Contains Copernicus Sentinel–2 data 2021.
that AOI 3 feature was covered by luxuriant vegetation during most of the observation period (Figure 5(g,h)), even during summer, when rainfall was scarcer. Hence, should it be confirmed to be an amphitheater, the actual typology of the monument could explain this peculiar vegetation cycle, potentially caused by increased water and nutrient stagnation within the depressed central area, which is bounded externally by an 8 m wide double ring, the latter being at a slightly higher elevation (see, in this respect, the interpretation made by Keay, Parcak, and Strutt (2014) using a 1 m LiDAR DTM).

In Pianabella (Figure 6(a,b)), three AOIs within the same field were considered: AOI 13, above a large
buried structure with several interior rooms recognizable both on satellite images and in the field (Figure 6 (g,h)); AOI 15, with two positive crop marks interpretable as channels (perhaps not of ancient origin); and AOI 35, outside of any known feature. Historical observations through VHR optical images (e.g. Google Earth Pro 1 July 2019; Google Earth Pro 22 May 2020; SkySat 11 July 2022; Bing image collected during 2020) highlight the formation of a negative crop mark in the area of AOI 13, which therefore appears to be an ideal candidate feature for multi-temporal spectral analysis. During winter, spectral profiles and NDVI at the 3 AOIs are very much alike, while some slight but significant differences could be noted in summer, with spectral values at 704 to 865 nm slightly lower in AOI 13 compared to AOIs 15 and 35 (Figure 6(c-e)). Similarly, NDVI values are lower for AOI 13 (Figure 6(f)), where more difficult vegetative growth is expected due to the buried structures, compared to AOI 15 where the channels should favor vegetation growth due to greater water and nutrient retention (Figure 6(i)). Even higher is the NDVI at AOI 35, where the regrowth of wild plants is extremely fast but does not seem to be attributable to anthropogenic evidence (Figure 6(j)). The same trend also characterizes the early autumn months (i.e. September and October), suggesting that no particular anthropogenic activities took place across the whole land lot until vegetation levels started to rise back significantly by December.

3.2. Identification of subsidence threats to heritage assets in the province of Rome

In the wider Province of Rome (5363 km$^2$), the use-case focused on long-term InSAR ground deformation analysis with big data stacks of Sentinel–1 IW SAR imagery (see Table 1) to enable the estimation of present-day ground stability, and identification and characterization of surface deformation processes that may represent a potential threat to heritage assets.

As demonstrated by the wealth of scientific literature that has been published in the last two decades (e.g. Camplonghi et al. 2007; Delgado Blasco et al. 2019; Raspini et al. 2016; Stramondo et al. 2008), the study area of Rome is ideal for investigating these types of land surface processes and their interactions with anthropogenic activities and land cover land use. This is thanks to, at least, the following reasons: (i) geological and geomorphological characteristics of the valley, where the city and its hinterlands are located; (ii) the variability of such characteristics causing differential behaviors between and even within quarters, also in relation to the construction period and foundation types of the affected buildings and infrastructure; and (iii) the succession of several phases of building construction and city expansion over the centuries.

With regard to the latter aspect, it is worth recalling that new sectors of urban development encompass those located at Ponte Galeria along the Tiber River and at Fiumicino airport, where former marshes and ponds were reclaimed between the end of the 19th and the early 20th centuries (Amenduni 1884). Not to forget, that the Province of Rome is home to a broad range of cultural heritage, that may be affected by ground instability: from the standing monuments and historical buildings within the UNESCO World Heritage Site (WHS) encompassing the whole historic center within the city walls at their widest extent in the 17th century, to the exposed archaeological remains and linear structures (e.g. aqueducts, ancient roads), as well as archaeological sites (e.g. Portus and ancient Ostia) and still buried remains, spread across suburban and rural landscapes of the wider province up to the coast.

Given the knowledge of the historical patterns of ground stability and land subsidence gathered through previous research based on ERS–1/2, ENVISAT, RADARSAT–1/2 (Tapete et al. 2012, 2015), and COSMO-SkyMed (Cigna et al. 2014) time series, the use-case was intentionally focused on the most recent Sentinel–1 observations only, and on massive InSAR processing.

The parallelized SBAS processing approach (Casu et al. 2014; Manunta et al. 2019), implemented into ESA’s Geohazards Exploitation Platform (GEP) (Foumelis et al. 2019) and running by exploiting its HPC infrastructure, provided an overview of Line-of-Sight (LOS) ground displacement histories and rates in 2018–2022 for more than 460,700 coherent targets across the whole Latium region (17,242 km$^2$; Figure 7(a,b)). This was based on the processing of a stack of 124 Sentinel–1 scenes acquired along ascending mode track 117, one of the longest ever published over the city of Rome (87 scenes of the same track, albeit over a different period, were processed by Delgado Blasco et al. 2019).

Several hotspots showing significant land deformation (mainly indicating the occurrence of subsidence) were identified across the Province, such as in the area of Fiumicino International Airport and along the Tiber River alluvium (Figure 7(c,d)), involving monuments and heritage assets. The patterns in the area of Fiumicino airport and Ponte Galeria showing peak values of vertical velocity ($V_v$) ranging between −0.9 and −2.9 cm/year find a matching multi-temporal comparison with those retrieved by Delgado Blasco et al. (2019) based on Sentinel–1 2015–2018 data processed with SNAP-StaMPS PS-InSAR technique. Furthermore, the Sentinel–1 2018–2022 InSAR results exhibit a seamless continuity with ERS–1/2 (1992–2000) and RADARSAT–1 (2003–2007) deformation patterns and time series discussed by Raspini et al. (2016), ERS–1/2 (1992–2000), ENVISAT (2002–2010) and COSMO-SkyMed (2011–2015) integrated
by Bozzano et al. (2018), and COSMO-SkyMed (2011–2019) analyzed by Talledo et al. (2022). Accuracy assessment and evaluation of the impacts due to SAR wavelength, spatial resolution, and period analyzed are currently under investigation (and beyond the scope of the present paper).

Moreover, the patterns found in the present InSAR analysis agree with the published literature (Bozzano et al. 2018; Delgado Blasco et al. 2019) in marking the differential subsidence rates along a strip number 3 of Fiumicino airport and between the three commercial sectors, i.e. Da Vinci shopping mall, CommerCity commercial center, and Rome Fair (Figure 7(c)). In the first case, the marked change in the subsidence rates along the NW – SE oriented airport runway is a direct surface manifestation of the abrupt lithological variation in the underlying geology (i.e. ~30 m thick body of highly compressible organic silty clay beneath the southern part of the runway vs. low-compressibility silty sand below the northern part; Bozzano et al. 2018). In the second case, the higher $V_s$ values observed over the CommerCity commercial center than over the Rome Fair buildings and Da Vinci shopping mall are plausibly explained by the combination of the effects due to building age, shallow vs. deep foundations, presence and thickness of low/high compressibility subsurface geological layers, as discussed in detail by Bozzano et al. (2018). This area is of particular interest for at least two reasons. First, it represents a relatively young phase of urban development and associated land conversion. The Copernicus Land Monitoring Service Urban Atlas 2006–2012 change layer produced in 2015 shows that all these sectors were converted from “Construction sites”

Figure 7. Multi-temporal InSAR analysis of ground deformation across the Latium region (Italy), using the parallelized SBAS method. (a) Geographic location; (b) Sentinel–1 LOS displacement rates in January 2018 – February 2022, with details of the derived vertical rates ($V_s$) for the areas of (c) Fiumicino airport and Ponte Galeria, and (d) the historic city center of Rome and the southern quarters Valco San Paolo, Marconi, and Ostiense. InSAR results in (b) are overlapped onto Google Earth VHR imagery ©2022 Maxar Technologies, while results in (c) and (d) onto ESRI base map ©ESRI, DigitalGlobe, GeoEye, earhtstar geographics, CNES/Airbus DS, USDA, USGS, AeroGRID, IGN, and GIS user community.
(CODE2006 13300) to “Industrial, commercial, public, military and private units” (CODE2012 12100) and, secondarily, to “Land without current use” (CODE2012 13300). Secondly, the CommerCity commercial center and Rome Fair are located just 4 km north-east of Capo Due Rami (see Section 3.1 and Figure 1(c)) along the Via Portuensis, which once connected Rome to its former harbor Portus, and now acts as one of the main roads of this commercial and service area. Therefore, this area may show what would be the manifestations of land subsidence, should new constructions were built onto similar geology in the nearby cultural landscape.

Spatially confined due to subsurface geology and interactions with urban development are also the land subsidence patterns distributed along the Tiber River course in the section crossing the southern quarters of the city of Rome, i.e. Portuense on the right bank and Valco San Paolo, Marconi and Ostiense on the left bank (Figure 7(d)). In addition to the well-known subsidence patterns within the UNESCO WHS, at Basilica Saint Paul Outside the Walls (Cigna et al. 2014) and Grotta Perfetta valley (Stramondo et al. 2008), Sentinel−1 InSAR results highlight a clear subsidence pattern with $V_s$ up to ~0.9 cm/year affecting the residential quarter of Valco San Paolo. Here, 19th and 20th-century heritage constructions testify an historical phase of the city, when infrastructure was also built for hydraulic management and improvement of the local sewage system (Miano et al. 2022). Likely, the observed deformation may have an impact on the conservation of this heritage, which only a more detailed InSAR analysis based on higher-resolution SAR data may unveil. In this perspective, Sentinel−1 cannot reach the level of definition required for structural health assessment at a single-building scale. However, the advantage achieved with the present Sentinel−1 time series analysis based on massive processing performed within GEP is the cost-effectiveness ratio between resource investment and knowledge return. Without the need to download and store heavy amounts of input data, use a proprietary or licensed InSAR processing software, and rely on in-house technical expertise to run the whole processing workflow, a first hotspot mapping exercise can be feasibly undertaken to identify and zone sectors of the city where cultural heritage may be affected by subsidence. Based on the retrieved evidence, it is then possible to evaluate whether a deeper investigation is needed. In this regard, the recently published study by Miano et al. (2022) based on full-resolution SBAS processing of COSMO-SkyMed data provides evidence that corroborates the validity of this multi-scale and multi-frequency approach.

Given the paucity of studies using multi-polarization datasets in InSAR deformation investigations, the performances of the SBAS InSAR chain using Sentinel−1 VV and VH cross-polarized channels were also trialed in the framework of the use-case (Figure 8). The experiment aims to identify the impact of the two polarizations in terms of the amount and quality of coherent targets that the method is capable to detect and track.

At equal conditions (namely, using the same input stack of 106 SAR scenes acquired along ascending track 117 in 2019–2021, the same processing area extent and thresholds), the analysis provided a total of ~456,000 coherent targets by processing the VV channel, and ~350,000 targets using the VH channel. This proved an increase of ~30% in the number of monitorable targets in VV with respect to VH, with clear benefits in suburban areas such as north of the Tiber River and along the runaways of Fiumicino airport (see red rectangles in Figure 8(a,b)). In these areas, the type of imaged surfaces, their orientation with respect to the satellite sensor, and their backscattering mechanism favored the identification of targets in the VV polarized scenes with respect to the VH ones. The imaged landscape and its features in the VH channel generally appeared with an overall lower SAR amplitude and temporal coherence, thus reducing the target identification rate across the suburban lands.

The specific characteristics of each imaging channel and the resulting target datasets will be accounted for during the interpretation of the estimated ground deformation to assess any further localized and wide area threats to the cultural heritage assets distributed across the Province, in addition to those already observed with the 2018–2022 analysis and discussed above. This activity will be the focus of future research on this use-case, in the next stages of the project.

### 3.3. Analysis of urban development and induced risk for cultural heritage in Wuhan

The goal of this use-case is the analysis of urban development in the city of Wuhan (China), to predict future encroachment on its heritage sites and identify endangered assets.

Wuhan is a young, fast-developing city located in the east of the Jianghan Plain and the middle reaches of the Yangtze River (Figure 9(a)). The confluence between the Yangtze River and its largest tributary, the Han River, spatially bounds the three main areas of the city, namely Hankou, Wuchang, and Hanyang, which are united into unique conglomerate since 1927.

Wuhan is an ancient city with a long history, dating back to the Neolithic era as early as 6000 years ago. Wuhan is the birthplace of the Jingchu culture, and has a large number of historical and cultural resources, with >1300 historical sites, including ancient sites, tombs and buildings, modern historical sites and
representative buildings, and stone inscriptions. Among the ancient relics, the sites from the Neolithic period (6000 years ago) to the Shang Dynasty (3000 years ago), the tombs of the Han (2300 years ago) and Ming (700 years ago) Dynasties, and the buildings of the Ming and Qing Dynasties (100 years ago) are particularly rich. They still retain famous historical buildings or relics such as the Ancient Qintai (1000 years ago), the Yellow Crane Tower (1800 years ago), and the Qingchuan Pavilion (500 years ago). The city also includes many areas of great cultural and historical significance related to recent history, such as the Wuchang uprising, sites from the Battle of Wuhan against Japanese invasion, and monuments of Sino-Soviet cooperation (e.g. the first bridge over the Yangtze River, constructed by Soviet engineers). Older sites from the colonial occupation can also be seen in Hankou, with several colonial buildings and cemeteries. Protecting these cultural heritage assets has not been a priority in the past in the framework of Wuhan’s urban development, though this has changed in recent years, as heritage protection is becoming increasingly important and recognized.

The available historical information from declassified military intelligence photographs acquired by the KeyHole (KH) satellites allowed for manual mapping of the urban areas into the mid–1960s. Analysis of more recent urban development that occurred in the 2010s was then undertaken using a large stack of COSMO-SkyMed StripMap HIMAGE data with 396 images covering ~10 years. SAR image processing was based on the identification and analysis of Persistent Scatterers (PS) candidates across the investigated area.

PS points are generally defined to be “stable” over the complete observation period (namely, they are permanent/persistent reflectors). However, the analysis, in this case, focused on “temporarily” Persistent Scatterers (tPS) (Ferretti et al. 2004) due to the fast-developing city dynamics, while only a subset of PS
points remained permanent over such a long period. To establish tPS, points that show a low amplitude dispersion index in a 30-image-long rolling window in time were considered. Points showing an index < 0.25 in any of the given time windows were included in the amplitude analysis. Based on the amplitude value of each of these points, the “birth date” and “death date” of each tPS (i.e. times when the PS appears and disappears, respectively) were established.

In Figure 9(b), the birth dates of the tPS over the area of Wuhan covered by the COSMO-SkyMed data stack are shown, providing a clear view of the urban development of Wuhan between 2012 and 2020. Several development areas can be observed in recent years. Besides growing outwards, a process of densification within the city can also be identified. An interesting trend in the last decade is the urban development close to and along the Yangtze River, and closer to several of the lake areas (green to dark red points in Figure 9(b)). Among the observed developments, it is worth noting the Yangtze riversides, which were off-limits for large urban developments.

**Figure 9.** (a) The geographic location of Wuhan in China; and (b) map of tPS ‘birth dates’ based on dynamic PS-candidates detection and amplitude time-series analysis; the areas marked by the white, purple, and red rectangles are further investigated in Figure 10. The results in (b) are overlapped onto topographic map ©OpenStreetMap contributors.

**Figure 10.** Comparison of 2011 and 2020 Google Earth images for two areas within the Hongshan district in Wuhan (for location, see Figure 9). Credits: Google Earth images ©2022 Maxar Technologies.
before, due to regular flooding events. After the construction of the Three Gorges Dam in the Yiling District in 1994–2008, the flood management significantly improved thus allowing now for more construction works along the riversides. As shown in Figure 10, many areas underwent significant development, including new landscaping of riversides and new engineering constructions (both private housing blocks and commercial units, low and high-rise buildings).

Long-term remote sensing observation with SAR is enabling the analysis of the urban development of Wuhan with unprecedented temporal granularity. SAR imagery proves particularly useful for such type of application, as SAR reacts strongly to man-made objects and allows for good separation between urban and non-urban areas. The approach tested in this use-case and based on tPS is just one possible approach to address the research goal. Since it requires long series of SAR observations as input, it is currently limited to areas where long data stacks are available. For instance, it is globally useable with Sentinel−1 data for analyzing urban developments from 2015 onwards in many other metropolises worldwide.

Future research will also focus on integrating “horizontal development” information (i.e. urban expansion) with “vertical development” observations (i.e. vertical growth of urban structures and buildings), to enable a 3D development analysis of the urban area and therefore a better risk assessment for cultural heritage sites in Wuhan. Structure heights and their changes will be estimated for PS and tPS points via multi-baseline InSAR. The technical challenge to address for such an application will be mainly due to the position of the identified PS and tPS. Indeed, most scatterers are typically identified on building façades and on the ground (see, for example, the study on ancient aqueducts by Tapete et al. 2015), while generally, few points are to be found on building roofs, therefore leading to sparser point distributions on high-rise buildings (where height estimations would be crucial to assess vertical development). Moreover, points located on building roofs, especially in high-rise buildings, may suffer from more motion (e.g. due to temperature and wind-related effects), thus adding further variables to the data processing and influencing PS identification and monitoring.

3.4. Ground deformation risk estimation for cultural heritage sites in Wuhan

A further research goal for the Wuhan use-case is focused on long-term ground stability monitoring and identification of any threats to cultural heritage deriving from land subsidence across the core of the city. To this aim, the regional and local geological setting of the ground onto which the city has been developed and the wealth of engineering works and new construction projects being undertaken over the last decades, play a key role in determining the main predisposing and triggering factors for land compaction. This process combines both natural and anthropogenic causes, and develops through a complex spatiotemporal behavior, as observed through past investigations by the authors (Tapete et al. 2021a).

As shown in Figure 11(a), the geological setting of Wuhan highlights that most of the Hankou area is built onto a Quaternary alluvial plain formed by flooding and siltation, with silty soft soils distributed widely (Chen, Chen, and Wu 2015). Carbonate rocks in Wuhan cover 1100 km², accounting for ~13% of the urban area, and they consist of six bands (e.g. Luo 2014). As the city economy develops and population increases, many buildings and much critical infrastructure (e.g. transport, private and public housing) are being constructed, thus boosting the water demand for residents and, in turn, groundwater

![Figure 11](image-url)

**Figure 11.** (a) Simplified surface geology of Wuhan after (Wu et al. 2020), with the indication of the study area (red rectangle) and the centers of Hankou (HK), Wuchang (WC) and Hanyang (HY); (b) Footprints of the Sentinel−1 (S1), TerraSAR−X (TSX) and COSMO-SkyMed (CSK) SAR data stacks, and (c) satellite image overview of the study area used for the InSAR analysis. Figure (a) is reproduced from Jiang et al. (2021), while (b) and (c) are from Jiang et al. (2023).
pumping from local aquifers. The combination of various natural and human factors has gradually led to a process of land subsidence across different sectors of the city, as observed by several previous studies based on satellite InSAR methods (e.g. Bai et al. 2016; Benattou, Balz, and Liao 2018; Zhou et al. 2017).

To monitor the long-term subsidence process affecting the city over the last decade and reveal its spatiotemporal variations, 286 X-band COSMO-SkyMed StripMap HIMAGE HH-polarized scenes acquired in ascending mode at 3 m resolution between 16 June 2012 and 3 November 2019 were exploited. This long data stack was collected via WUHAN-CSK – a research collaboration project between ASI and Wuhan University – and was processed using a non-linear PS-InSAR method, as detailed by Jiang et al. (2021). Experiments focused on time series fusion were also undertaken using three ascending mode SAR datasets: (i) 89 COSMO-SkyMed scenes acquired in 29/05/2011–26/12/2015 (i.e. a subset of the longer stack processed with the non-linear method); (ii) 51 X-band TerraSAR-X StripMap HH-polarized scenes acquired in 14/01/2015–14/12/2018; and (iii) 30 C-band Sentinel–1 VV-polarized scenes acquired in 13/06/2019–27/04/2021.

After advanced multi-temporal InSAR processing of each of the three SAR data stacks with the PS-InSAR method, the three output datasets were fused into a unique long series, by employing the Power Exponential Knothe Model (PEKM; e.g. Chen et al. 2018) and Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM; e.g. Qu, Yang, and Chang 2019) methods. This enabled the fusion of the series through the 1 year-long data overlap between the COSMO-SkyMed and TerraSAR-X datasets and across the 6 month-long temporal gap between TerraSAR-X and Sentinel–1 data. For the overlapping regions, the deformation curves of COSMO-SkyMed and TerraSAR-X were first modeled using the PEKM method, and then the fusion point was determined using the minimum gradient method. The fused results were then further processed with the LSTM neural network to predict the gap between TerraSAR-X and Sentinel–1 displacement records, to obtain a unique and complete long-time sequence covering the whole 2011 to 2021 period. Full technical details about the fusion approach and the methodological workflow are available in Jiang et al. (2023).

The SRTM DSM, Google Earth VHR optical images, and geological and precipitation data from the administrative department of Wuhan’s municipal government were also used to support the geospatial analysis and the InSAR data interpretation. In the Hankou area, significant subsidence rates were detected (Figure 12(a)), with cumulative displacements reaching −150 mm in 2011–2021. This is the effect of land reclamation and artificial filling of the former lakes to expand the built-up area for rapid development, and the consequent long-term consolidation of the silt and soft soil foundation. According to the geological literature, the silty soft soil layer reaches a thickness of >5 m under the Hankou area (see Figure 11(a) for location and geology). Although the process of soft soil consolidation is well-known in this area, the degree of consolidation of soft soils had not yet been quantified. By assuming that all soft soil layers in this area are horizontally continuous with constant applied load and only vertical displacement occurs, and by excluding other factors, soft soil deformation is the only process ongoing. Using a hyperbolic model based on Terzaghi’s one-dimensional consolidation theory, the final deformation and thus the consolidation degree can be calculated in each

Figure 12. (a) Cumulative land subsidence map of Wuhan in 2011–2021 after InSAR time series data fusion, overlapped onto Google Earth imagery, with (b) detailed zoom over the area of Hankou, with the indication of the selected points A, B, C, and D in blue; (c) Comparison of the deformation curves of A, B, C, and D obtained from the non-linear PS-InSAR processing, with identification of the early, middle, and late stages of soil consolidation and compression. Figure (c) is reproduced from Jiang et al. (2021).
period (Figure 12(b,c)), as per the methodological approach presented by Jiang et al. (2021).

Four reference points were selected for validation and to quantify the degree of soft soil consolidation in the Houhu area in Hankou (Table 2). The average degree of consolidation of the four selected points was estimated to be <10% in 2012, while it increased significantly to >60% in 2014. After a period of rapid consolidation, the degree reached >88% in 2015, after which it steadily increased at a rate of 1–2% per year and approached 100% in the final stage of the observation period. During this latter phase, the study area was generally stable and the possibility of settlement collapse was reduced (Jiang et al. 2021). These observations can be also contextualized in the framework of other anthropogenic factors, such as groundwater management practices. As observed by Costantini et al. (2016), some piezometric wells in Houhu recorded sharp groundwater declines as high as 5 m between mid–2013 and mid–2014, which may also explain the significant acceleration in the consolidation process during that period.

Further development of the ground deformation monitoring analysis will include the processing of historical SAR imagery acquired in the 1990s–2000s by the ERS–1/2 and ENVISAT missions. However, ESA’s data archive highlights that the ERS–1/2 and ENVISAT stacks available for Wuhan are quite limited (<20 images each, with several temporal gaps), thus not ensuring a regular temporal sampling and therefore a good potential to extract robust PS-InSAR processing outputs of suitable precision.

The next research steps will also focus on exploiting the long-term and fused InSAR series to identify the main land subsidence threats to the cultural heritage of the city and characterize the spatial extent, magnitude, and trends of the ongoing deformation processes in proximity to key monuments and other heritage assets. Any damage already caused to such assets will be recorded, and the potential future impacts of the land deformation process will be assessed, should the process continue with such rates in the upcoming years.

3.5. Post-disaster monitoring and conservation of the Jiuzhaigou UNESCO Heritage Site

The Jiuzhaigou UNESCO natural WHS is located in the north-eastern Tibetan Plateau, in the topographic transition zone from the Tibetan Plateau to the Sichuan Basin in China (Guo et al. 2000). Landforms at the site are characterized by deep-incision gullies and high mountains with slopes >30° (Figure 13), which make the use of remote sensing and other survey methods in the valley very challenging.
maximum peak is >4700 m, while the minimum elevation is ~1200 m (Fan et al. 2018; Guo et al. 2021). On 8 August 2017, an Ms7.0 earthquake occurred in Jiuzhaigou County, Aba Autonomous Prefecture, in the Sichuan Province. Due to the high magnitude, shallow source, and high intensity of the earthquake, as well as the fragile geological environment of the valley, the event triggered thousands of landslides (Dong et al. 2020; Wu et al. 2018), the monitoring and characterization of which are essential and urgent for WHS protection and management.

To this aim, the team used pre- and post-seismic Sentinel–2 (10 m), post-seismic aerial (1 m and 0.16 m), and a series of Google Earth pre-seismic (about 0.5–1 m) images to identify landslides and establish a multi-temporal post-seismic landslide dataset. The post-seismic ortho-level image was acquired on 10 June 2020 using a CW –15 long-endurance full electric vertical take-off and landing fixed-wing UAV system, the operation of which was very challenging due to the steep valley, which can cause GNSS interruptions and falling winds, both significantly endangering UAV operations and safe flight.

Landslide identification was based on automated classification with SVM, as well as visual interpretation and field investigation, to ensure a complete landslide inventory. Additionally, the fundamental influencing factors of landslides were analyzed for an improved landslide susceptibility analysis to enhance future WHS protection and management efforts.

The results for 2017–2019 and 2019–2020 show that >80% of the 2017–2019 post-seismic landslides are distributed within 200 m around the 2017 co-seismic landslide area, suggesting that the original landslide expansion is the primary source of landslides after the Jiuzhaigou earthquake, as can be seen in Figure 14 with the example of the Shuzheng landslide. Furthermore, the results show that the probability of new single landslides occurring far away from the original landslides reduces with time. The distance from the original landslide is also considered a reasonable index to quantify the legacy effect of the original landslide.

Landslide susceptibility appears mainly affected by earthquake-related factors. However, over time, in the years after the earthquake, this situation changes gradually to other influencing factors, such as the presence of deposits and the occurrence of rainfall. Therefore, the distance to the seismogenic fault is the most important factor influencing the distribution of co-seismic landslides. Unstable slopes caused by the earthquake have intense activities in the post-seismic initial stage, gradually changing from dangerous to relatively stable with time, and the activities are weakened. Thus, the slopes which strongly correlate with seismic factors decrease, and the high landslide susceptibility area is reduced. However, the deposits caused by the former co-seismic landslides accumulate along the slopes and generate post-seismic landslides in the form of the original landslide expansion, triggered by rainfall.

The analysis of multi-temporal sequences of satellite and aerial images over the WHS enabled the identification of the immediate and long-term impacts of the August 2017 earthquake on natural heritage assets, and the assessment of the time needed for the ecosystem to recover after the disaster and reach a new equilibrium (Figure 15).

These results provide useful inputs to support monitoring, management, and protection strategies at the WHS. Since post-seismic landslide susceptibility is mainly influenced by the spatiotemporal distance to existing landslides, post-seismic landslide prevention should focus on the expansion of original landslides, especially the large landslides that can be further triggered by rainfall. Moreover, the landslide deposits should be cleaned in time and the debris flows should be reasonably dredged to avoid secondary geological disasters.

![Figure 14](image-url) Example of post-seismic landslides: identification of the Shuzheng landslide edge in (a) 2017 marked in blue, and (b) 2020 marked in red, overlapped onto aerial imagery.
Although using remote sensing in this extreme mountainous area proved very challenging, field observations were even more difficult to conduct in this environment. Some landslide sites were unreachable when considering safety standards for scientific work. Therefore, remote sensing acted as an invaluable tool for landslide monitoring and WHS protection.

3.6. Detection of burial mounds in the Siberian valley of the kings

Detecting, prospecting, and monitoring burial mounds (“kurgans”) are among the main scientific goals of the use-case in the Uyuk River Valley (i.e. the Siberian Valley of the Kings), located in the Tuva Republic in Russia.

The “Tunnug 1” site was first discovered to be a highly significant Early Iron age site during a summer survey in 2017 (Caspari et al. 2018). The team used various remotely sensed datasets including WorldView–2 imagery, aerial photographs, 3D models, and DEMs to document an internal radial structure similar to the widely referenced “Arzhan 1” burial mound (Caspari et al. 2019). The site's location in the floodplain of the Uyuk Valley led to the formation of hypotheses about hydrological changes in the area shortly after the burial mound had been constructed. Subsequent excavations, however, revealed that the site had been used as a focal point of ritual funerary activity for over 2500 years (Figures 16 and 17), from the Bronze Age to the Turkic period (Chan et al. 2022; Milella et al. 2021; Sadykov et al. 2021; Sadykov, Caspari, and Blochin 2020). Additional surveys using
optical and SAR data showed the burial mound to be an isolated occurrence in a wetland zone (Caspari et al. 2020). Well-preserved organic remains including wooden logs from larch trees, allowed for a precise dating of the site to between 833 and 800 BCE (Caspari et al. 2020). This makes the burial mound comparable to the “Arzhan 1” site in terms of size and chronological position at the beginning of the Early Iron Age in the Eurasian steppes. The abundance of the wooden construction material (larch trees) makes the burial mound likely contemporary with the harvesting from local forests and reduces the likelihood of old wood effects.

Despite travel restrictions related to the ongoing COVID–19 pandemic in 2019–2021, archaeological investigations progressed, with an excavation campaign carried out in conjunction with remote sensing monitoring using Sentinel–1 SAR data supported by UAV surveying including the collection of optical data and aerial magnetometry. Data are currently being processed with standard image interpretation approaches and advanced machine learning algorithms. A stone wall surrounding the monument, which seems to contain deep pits underneath was identified. This is a promising finding because early Scythian monuments often feature additional burials at the edge of the main burial mound. For the first time, an artifact decorated in Scythian animal style displaying raptor heads was found (the use of such artifacts has yet to be clarified). Within the stone layer, several unique stone stelae were identified. These do not belong to any currently known and well-defined type of stelae, requiring further research.

The initial observations based on satellite data and field research at the “Tunnug 1” site have contributed to opening up a new understanding of one of the most important burial mounds in the Eurasian steppes. A similar approach will be applied to other sites also with regard to detecting and monitoring anthropogenic impacts on burial mounds (see Caspari 2018). Unfortunately, as of today, almost all “royal” mounds have been impacted by severe looting and/or agricultural activities. Due to the relative remoteness of many of these heritage sites, monitoring efforts have to be remote sensing-based. Further work on this use-case will also focus on improving monitoring methodologies with respect to climatological factors. This is an important aspect, as some of the most valuable burial mounds are to be found in or close to permafrost areas (allowing for the preservation of organics). Global warming and thawing of permafrost endanger the organic remains in some of the sites in question that are currently still frozen and therefore extremely valuable for archaeological analysis. Learning more about the current extent of permafrost, monitoring spatial changes, and being able to predict the spatiotemporal patterns of future changes are of crucial importance for the planning and prioritization of future archaeological excavations.

Figure 17. UAV-derived aerial view of a unique wooden structure that was identified underneath the ‘Tunnug 1’ tomb; dendrochronology samples have been obtained. Image credits: Jegor blochin.
4. Conclusions

In the framework of the 5th phase of the Dragon cooperation program, the SARchaeology project relies on the synergistic integration of SAR imaging, InSAR processing, archaeological science, and cultural heritage conservation expertise, made available by a multidisciplinary Sino-European team, to promote the exploitation of satellite SAR technologies, and advance the current state-of-the-art of data analysis techniques to address a broad range of applications, matching with both scientific research interests and daily practice duties. In providing an overview of the project achievements at the mid-term stage of the Dragon–5 cooperation, the use-cases presented and discussed in this paper allow for outlining the following conclusions and future perspectives:

- The increasing availability of multi-frequency SAR data collected by different sensors, from either past or current missions, is pivotal to compare different acquisition parameters (e.g. wavelengths, spatial and temporal resolutions) and support an experimental exercise to understand how to exploit SAR imaging mechanisms for archaeological prospection in areas that, due to their land cover and vegetation, are in general considered more challenging for crop mark detection with SAR.

- This objective can be also achieved by exploiting multi-temporal datasets to improve the commonly used approach based on spot (aerial) observations only, according to a multi-sensor SAR and optical paradigm. Frequently, crop marks are recurrent features across the landscape and their temporal behavior can be effectively monitored and characterized even at HR, e.g. with the use of Sentinel–2 time series.

- While the multi-temporal component is an established concept in InSAR-based studies of geological and anthropogenic hazards potentially affecting cultural heritage in urban areas, and the methods exploited for surface deformation investigation align with a well-known body of literature, the new perspectives relate to those coming from the experimentation of new analytical methods and the use of HPC and cloud computing facilities. Understanding the impact of SAR polarization (e.g. VV with respect to VH for Sentinel–1 data) on the number of deformation measurements that can be extracted will allow a more informed decision about how to select SAR input data, and the opportunities to exploit this additional information (or, on the contrary, to discard it), e.g. in land subsidence studies. The trials on using the height of extracted tPS as a proxy to map areas of urban expansion and densification, and thus identify city sectors where cultural heritage assets may be impacted, corroborate the hypothesis that not all the information stored in SAR data is currently utilized at its maximum potential and, instead, may be valuable and informative.

- When the physiographic characteristics of the environment to explore and monitor are challenging, it is even more recommendable the integrated use of satellite SAR and optical observations with proximity sensing, e.g. through UAVs. The experimentation on co- and post-seismic landslides affecting natural heritage sites proves how these technologies and data can support not only impact assessment due to a specific disaster event, but also better characterization of influencing factors and, thus, inform post-disaster and longer-term site management activities.

Additional use-cases within this research remit will be investigated. They will encompass paleo-channels and paleo-environments in Lop–Nor (China), Bronze Age cemeteries and other structures across the Taklamakan desert, Xinjiang (China), Iron Age burial mounds in Altai and Tianshan, Xinjiang (China), Thracian burial mounds and looted sites in Bulgaria, the Khanuy Valley and ice patches in Mongolia. Further research will also focus on the detectability of looting pits in high-resolution SAR imagery, through the development, setup, and running of an experiment based at the satellite receiving station of LIESMARS at Wuhan University, where looting structures will be created artificially to conduct tests of their detectability in HR and VHR SAR imagery.

Finally, new opportunities and perspectives brought by long-wavelength (e.g. BIOMASS P-band) and other VHR (e.g. IceEye and Paz X-band) SAR image products will also be explored, along with experiments aimed at further advancing image analysis approaches through the exploitation of Artificial Intelligence (AI), machine and deep learning techniques. These novel data and methods may offer unprecedented potential for heritage site monitoring in vegetated landscapes (using P-band data), for building-scale applications (using VHR imagery), and for semi-automated identification of assets and threats across wide regions (using AI and other advanced approaches).
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